AML Chairman LaRae Bakerink

Your current Chairman, LaRae Bakerink, has done nothing to remedy the
corruption throughout American Mensa. Rather, she has been a willing
participant in it, and it has served her well.
Mr. Levine attempted yet again to have American Mensa right its wrongs.
He assured Chairman Bakerink this very website would cease to exist and
that all this ugliness would go away, just so long as AML makes a good faith
effort to rectify its corrupt due process, such that Mensa justice has some
semblance of being credible, and available to all members, as opposed to it
being just a hammer for the powers-that-be to punish its critics, as it is
now. Because if that is done, then the members can hold their “leaders”
accountable, as obviously they are supposed to have the right to do, which
would go a long way toward remedying virtually all of American Mensa’s
woes.
Indeed, Chairman Bakerink has been asked multiple times to rectify American
Mensa’s mockery of due process. This is just the most recent request:

From: Barry Levine
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2018
To: AML Chairman LaRae Bakeriink
Subject: Mensa Corruption

Chairman Bakerink:
You, American Mensa, have extensively and maliciously cheated me, to unjustly steal my
membership from me. Nobody on the planet disputes this. You are the leader of American
Mensa. I have asked you nicely to return what you people have stolen from me. You failed to
even respond.
By all appearances, you, Madam Chairman, are more beholden to your corrupt cohorts than
you are to the most bedrock values of Mensa.

I don’t like cheats, or liars, or thieves. And American Mensa, shamefully, has very much
become all of these. And I don’t much care for people who take on an important job, like the
leadership of Mensa, then refuse to honor their fundamental obligations to that job, like
cleaning it up. And you, madam, are one such person, as have been every one of your
predecessors stretching all the way back to Remine. That would be AML Chairmans Beatty,
Becker, Bakke, Rudolph, Burg, Stone, and now you. You are all intimately involved with gross
obstruction of justice, complete mockery of due process, indeed, total disgrace to Mensa.
And it stinks.
You people have done me great harm. You’ve done Mensa great harm. It’s been ten years
now that I’ve been continually denied justice by your self-serving, malfeasant cronyism.
Now I am going to ask you nicely, once again: Please return what you, American Mensa,
have stolen from me. If you do that, all this ugliness will go away, the Mensa-is-corrupt
website will disappear, everybody can walk, and there need be no recriminations against
anybody. You have my word.
On the other hand, should you again fail to respond, within two days, I will consider you in
league with Remine, and Becker, and Werdell, et al. in AML’s extensive conspiracy to
obstruct justice, so as to crush dissent, and criticism, indeed, to crush free speech. -- Which,
pathetically, they/you succeeded in doing. -- As such, I will deem you a cheat and a thief of
the highest order. I will publish this letter on Mpol and formally ask if any of those 300 plus
Mensa members there disagrees with that assessment of you. I will make sure you and this
letter and the Mpol responses or lack thereof are front and center on the mensaiscorrupt.org
website, and promote that website heavily in Indianapolis this July, where I will be a very
public guest at the AG hotel, informing the membership and anyone else as to the systemic
corruption throughout American Mensa that you so willingly now lead.
You preside over a thoroughly corrupt organization, Chairman Bakerink, whether you like it or
not. Burying your head in the sand is hardly a viable option. Rather, it’s an insult.
I see in your Bulletin articles you keep talking about “moving forward.” Seems to be your
mantra. You used that trite expression five times in one of them. You want to “move forward”
Madam Chairman? Then you had better act like a responsible adult, and this can all go away,
quickly, easily, and quietly.
Or you can do anything else. It’s fine with me either way. While I would prefer not to, I am
fully prepared to go to war with a thoroughly corrupt Mensa society, especially since I’m
sitting way up on top of the moral high-ground while you and yours wallow in the gutter.
The choice is all yours, Madam Chairman.
Barry Levine

Chairman Bakerink, as always, refused to respond.
As noted, that letter was published on Mpol, where its 300-plus concerned Mensa
members were indeed formally asked if any disagreed with that assessment of
Chairman Bakerink, as being a cheat and a thief. Not a single one did.
Thus the existence of this website. Indeed, thus the continuation of the
wholesale corruption throughout American Mensa.
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